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THE BOOK, VOLKSVERRAAD, BY PIET PRETORIUS,
slipped though the establishments censorship net before it could
be stopped, and is now the talk of all South Africa. Authored by

an insider, it reveals the schemes, connections, bribes, theft and yes,
murders, that has kept the South African Establishment in power for
decades. It is a carbon copy of Establishment operations in every Western
state, including America.

"It is a commentary on the "freedom of the
press" that a best-selling book, filled to the
brim with significant and dramatic revela-
tions, should systematically be ignored by
the mainstream press, both English and Af-
rikaans. This press is said to be ever on the
lookout for sensationalism. Well, here it is -
and one and all have given it the silent
treatment. Even "Radio Pretoria," the "voice
of conservatism" described it as "too con-
troversial" to review.

"Indeed, so explosive is the material in the
book, that only those with strong nerves can

read and review it. As far as is known, Rapport was the only mainstream
publication to review it, as did Die Afrikaner, plus a few smaller publica-
tions. To add to the drama, the author and publishers are reported to have
been charged with defamation, and an attempt has been made to prevent
the publication of a second edition. But apparently nothing has so far
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come from either action. There are apparently plans to publish English
and German translations of the book.

Tradition

"In the tradition of ex-Mossad agent Victor Ostrovsky (who wrote The
Other Side of Deception, in which he exposed the Mossad’s secret
agenda) and ex-CIA agent Terry Reed (in his Compromised, in which he
revealed Bill Clinton’s and the CIA’s involvement in the movement of
drugs into Arkansas while governor of that state) - Advocate Piet Preto-
rius, and ex-NIS (National Intelligence Service, later Nat. Intelligence
"BOSS") agent, has written a book entitled Volksverraad (Betrayal). It is
now in its second edition, the first edition having been sold out within one
month. Both Ostrovsky and Reed live in hiding for fear of assassination,
and it is possible that Pretorius’s life could also be in danger.

"This is a deeply disturbing book, which is bound to shock some rightists
and patriots. But many of the subjects have been a matter of public
speculation for years, and Pretorius simply confirms the details from an
Insider’s point of view. He has stated that he would welcome a court case
against him.

"The facts in the book are thoroughly documented. In the nature of this
type of book, sources cannot always be named. Although not every word
in the document can be vouched for, the main exposition is so clear, so
many puzzles in South African politics clarified - especially the role
played by secret forces in South Africa’s political life over the past four
or five decades - that it would be difficult to fault. Since 1967, South
African politics have been increasingly determined by forces with their
own secret agendas. The book will help to explain the apparent "paralysis
of will" during the abdication of white power.

The Smit Murders

"One of the most shocking chapters in the book deals with the murder of
Dr. Smit and his wife in 1977. Robert Smit, who had previously been the
South African representative at the IMF, told then-Minister of Finance,
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Owen Horwood, about an unexplained flow of money out of South
Africa. Horwood then instructed Smit to investigate secret currency
movements to the Union Bank in Switzerland. It was established that
then-State President Dr. Nie Diederichs had a secret account of R17
million. This information was given to Horwood and Prime Minister John
Vorster.

"Shortly before his death, Smit told a colleague that his information
would shake the whole nation, and that higher-ups would also be impli-
cated. The revelations clearly had to be stopped.

"According to the author, the help of the CIA was called in. A man who
had committed several assassinations for the CIA was assigned. He and
two CIA agents and, incredibly, Nie Diederichs went to the Smit house,
where Smit and his wife were shot to death, and the incriminating papers
removed from Smit’s briefcase. Diederichs’s fingerprints were identified
on the case. This was hushed up, as was the correlation between the CIA
and the bullets used in the Smit murder. Apparently, Diederichs made a
confession to a nurse on his death-bed.

John Vorster

"Advocate Pretorius goes into detail about the man who succeeded Dr.
Verwoerd after he was assassinated.

"While many regarded John Vorster as a rightist who "turned" once he
became Prime Minister, it will seem that long before that Vorster was
busy forging secret connections with the far-left SA Institute of Race
Relations, with Julius. First (father of Ruth First, and father-in-law of Joe
Slovo);3 with the Broederbond and Freemasonry; with the CIA; with the
SA Institute of International Affairs and the CFR; the SA Foundation;
and MI6. When Afrikaner finance went into "partnership" with Oppenhe-
imer’s General Mining, Vorster was present at the celebration party.

"The author throws light on the circumstances surrounding Dr. Ver-
woerd’s murder in which Vorster played a decisive role, and which can
definitely be classified as a conspiracy. Demitrio Tsafendas arrived in
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England in 1959 and worked at Anton Rupert’s British cigarette factory,
Rothmans Int. In May 1960, he said if he got the chance, he would kill
Dr. Verwoerd. Rupert was informed. In 1962, Tsafendas left Rothman’s
employ but remained on the pay sheet.

In March 1963, a meeting was held in Birmingham at which Rupert
consulted with four members of the CFR, MI6 and CIA. It decided that
Dr. Verwoerd should be assassinated, and was that Tsafendas should be
approached for the assignment. MI6 would train and pay him. He would
also receive hypnosis. "Tsafendas arrived in SA in 1963 under suspicious
circumstances. On 27 July 1964, John Vorster, who was still Minister of
Justice, was present at a meeting with Rupert, Harry Oppenheimer,
Quinton White and an MI6 agent, held in Oppenheimer’s Parktown
house, when the murder of Dr. Verwoerd was planned, reports Advocate
Pretorious. Vorster apparently blackmailed to become involved.

As a reward, was he would become Prime Minister. A blueprint was
handed to him instructing him how to rule once he achieved the position.
At 9 p.m. the same evening, Vorster contacted Gen van den Bergh about
the matter. Tsafendas was paid R 5000 by an MI6 agent.

"Pretorius gives details of the roles played by Van den Bergh, Rupert and
Henry Kissinger. On 1 August, Tsafendas got work as a messenger in
Parliament. A writ of expulsion to deport Tsafendas was signed by the
minister, but was never sent on to the police.

"On 6 September 1966, Tsafendas assassinated Dr. Verwoerd. As Minis-
ter of Justice, Vorster was responsible for the lax security in the House.
Van den Bergh was given the task of investigating the murder. Tsafendas
was interrogated for 48 hours, after which it was announced that no
conspiracy involved and that Tsafendas had acted alone. Vorster denied
that the police had a file on Tsafendas.

The Generals

"The founding of certain right-wing movements by BOSS and Military
Intelligence is dealt with in detail. The purpose to was protect the Nation-
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al Party and to checkmate genuine resistance to the plans as they became
apparent. From the beginning, the main intriguer was Gen Tienie
Groenewald and his Korn Ops. Names, places and dates are given in detail
in the book.

"Pretorius finds that the planting of the Generals into the right-wing
movement in the early 1990’s had two purposes: First, the right-wing had
to be confused by divisive factors such as the "folkstaat" concept; and
secondly, the threat of armed resistance to the handover of authority to
the ANC/SACP had to be defused.

"Because of his financial difficulties, Constand Viljoen was the ideal
candidate for the task. The Broederbond played a key role, and
Groenewald was throughout the chief architect. He was the author not
only of F. W. de Klerk’s "Red Friday" speech, but also several other
pivotal speeches by John Vorster, Willie Jonker and others. Pretorius
states that Groenewald was not only a member of Military Intelligence,
but also of National Intelligence (agent 93G/1092MG), and of the Amer-
ican CIA.

"His modus operandi was to collect various rightist and conservative
organizations under one umbrella and under one neutralizing control.
Pretorius follows the trail relentlessly. The involvement of the CIA at this
stage was critical. Names are given of various other prominent Afrikaners
who were involved with CIA espionage.

"Throughout the period of "handover," Viljoen and Groenewald were
constantly seen by National Intelligence in the company of F. W. de
Klerk, Neil Barnard, Roelf Meyer and members of the ANC; as well as
leftist cleric Johan Heyns[4].
.
Virtually every right-wing party and militant movement was infiltrated
by Military Intelligence and National Intelligence and their agents provo-
cateurs. Another plus for them getting the global lists of right-wingers
throughout the world who were apparently prepared to resort to armed
struggle[5]. "So effective were the Generals and their support team, that
the Right posed little serious threat to the "handover". The "transition"
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went relatively smoothly and all the cogs clicked into place. "A factor
confirming Tienie Groenewald’s position, is that in the Magnus Malan
trial, now in progress, Groenewald was the very first person to be acquit-
ted, in spite of the fact that:–

a. during the case up to that point the impression was given
that he was the main architect of the whole operation for
which Magnus Malan and the other were being tried, and,

b. his testimony was vital to the case. No reasons were given
by Judge Jan Hugo for his acquittal.

"Volksverraad is not just a real-life cloak-and-dagger thriller, but con-
tains a serious analysis of the background - historical and political - of the
events described.

"If only a half of Volksverraad were true, it would be worth the reading,
but so thorough has been the investigation that it is difficult to believe
there can be any serious errors of fact.

"It is also a pivotal document in opening up the "can of worms" that
characterized the infiltration, marginalisation, denigration and neutraliza-
tion of the genuine, nationalist spirit of the White man and the Afrikaner,
during the nefarious campaign to dispossess him of his power and his
country. When the English and German translations are published, they
should shed a lot of light on similar modus operandi used in other lands."

Volksverraad Lessons Learned

HR subscribers are naturally familiar with the problems of their people
in their own country, but often are not informed about the problems of
others of their kinsmen.
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The above report reveals that South Africa was betrayed from within by
political, religious, and business interests working together as an occupa-
tion government that we identify as the Establishment.

This group of traitors, agents of the International Trade Cartel (ITC),
were in it together - ALL of them. If there is one to bear more blame than
another it would be the media directed by the media-owner. These owners
hand-picked S. African traitors to be publicized and elected to public
office by unsuspecting voters. They hand picked and publicized corrupt
Dharma-priests[6] to be S. Africa’s religious leaders, to direct the steps
of Christians. And, the international business interests paid for it all. They
were All guilty - All of them. The study of the S. African experience
reveals an organization that is today duplicated in every nation of the
world (with the two or three possible exceptions).

Islamic Reaction

Resistance to the ITC is building all over the world and is finding its
present epicentre in the Middle-East with new found patriotism.

Since the early 1900’s, Islamic mullahs have railed against the ITC. This
is now bearing fruit; for the first time since the Crusades, followers of
Islam freely give their lives for Allah. They strap bombs to their bodies
and walk into a crowd of their enemies and blow themselves and their
enemies to shreds. In Afghanistan, there are countless stories of  mud-
jahein thrusting themselves under the tracks of oncoming Soviet tanks to
make sure the explosives they carried were correctly placed.

Not only are they in revolt against the foreign devil - there is scarcely a
single Islamic country in the Middle east in which the people are not in
open revolt against their own "Establishment" - their counterparts to the
Establishment that recently betrayed S. Africa.

At first, the rebels demanded that they be ruled by Islamic law. The
Establishment partially gave in, and allowed limited Islamic law to be
administered. Now, encouraged by their mullahs, Mohammedans de-
mand to be ruled by their own people under Islamic law entirely. Their
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Establishments refused this demand since it conflicts with Cartel policy.
Because of their refusal, open rebellion has broken out.

In countries like Algeria and Egypt, Establishment rulers, newspaper-
men, businessmen and Dharma-clerics dare not go about without body-
guards. Even this does not prevent their assassination. Every few weeks
we read of another Establishment newspaper person, banker, or politician
being killed.

We also hear of Establishment retaliation; of police arresting individuals
and sometimes large groups of dissenters. After brief trials the accused
are either shot or imprisoned. The prisons of these countries bulge with
political prisoners who hate their own Establishment leaders even more
than they hate the Great American Devil or the Jews.

Israeli Reaction

World Jewry is a unique case. Scattered worldwide they have been
uniquely susceptible to manipulation. They were promised a homeland in
Palestine for bringing America into WWI. To rid themselves of unwanted
Arab neighbours living on land they claimed as their own, the Jews
massacred entire Arab villages to drive them away.

The British sent peacekeepers. Israeli terrorist groups, such as the Stem
Gang blew up the King David Hotel killing hundreds of British soldiers.
British sentries were knifed, garrotted, or shot. The UN arrived. Their
peacekeepers fared no better - even the head of the UN mission was
murdered. The point was made - the Jews would fight for a homeland.

Recently, another point was made - Jews will fight for their religion. A
Jewish gunman went to the Temple of the Rock and machine-gunned
Arab worshipers - killing many. The gunman was killed.

The Jewish populace expressed approval of his act and the gunman’s
mother said that she was proud of her son for upholding Jewish law. The
story continues; many Jews drive cars and shop on the Jewish Sabbath.
Religious Jews throw rocks at them and shout insults at their desecration.
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The struggle has now taken a giant step forward. Rabin was put in power
by the ITC to lead the Jewish state. He was told to give land that had been
conquered by the Jews to the Arabs in exchange for Middle East peace.
This he proceeded to do.

The Jewish Talmud condemns anyone who gives Jewish land to non-
Jews (Gittin 4:9). A Jewish patriot shot him and claimed that he had the
approval of Jewish rabbis to punish him for his betrayal. The rest of the
Jewish government made conciliatory noises, but this act along with the
lack of punishment against the offending rabbis, puts the world on notice:
the Israeli state is in a state of rebellion against the ITC.

The recent movement of American ITC forces to that part of the world is
the return answer: rebels may expect to face the consequences of their
actions - whoever they may be.

Christian Reaction

In spite of the dire predictions of the ITC media, reaction to the ITC and
its blasphemies has been light years behind the forceful reaction of the
Jews and Arabs.

Small incidents have occurred. There is the peaceful defiance of the
Canadian, Ernst Zundel, protesting the wholesale condemnation of Saxon
Germany, who points out the inconsistencies in "the 6-million story." The
resulting persecution has caused people from all over the world to come
to his aid to protect Internet free speech for everyone. This unity of effort
worldwide has been a real setback to ITC efforts to impose world wide
censorship.

In 1985, a group called The Order robbed banks and armoured cars and
idealistically used the proceeds to help farmers pay their mortgages. This
effort was short-lived.

A year or so ago a Presbyterian minister named Paul Hill shot an abor-
tionist and his bodyguard, and then stood tamely awaiting arrest. Hill is
just the tip of a volcano. The abortion killings, numbering in the millions,
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and the brutal treatment meted out to peaceful protesters have generated
a nationwide resentment which is really quite surprising. Of course, the
Establishment bravery awards to their men who shot the mother and her
14 year old son on Ruby ridge leaves a bad taste, as does the government
muscle flexing in their Waco and Oklahoma City affairs.

In South Africa, the Saxon’s greatest and most successful effort against
their Establishment has been the printing of Volksverraad. Knowing the
enemy is the first step in ridding oneself of that enemy. Only then can one
select the method to be used.

Thus far the White traitor Dharma-Christian cleric Johan Heyns has been
executed by an unknown patriot. Also, the black extremist Chris Heyni,
ANC leader and member of the CPSA, was assassinated. Of perhaps
more lasting importance, a young Christian farmer named Andre Bartle-
man has started an independent Volkstaat in SW Orange Free State which
employs no strangers on its farms. Other than these events, there has as
yet developed virtually no white S. African resistance that stands out.

The White Establishment, both left and right, which betrayed the nation,
or sat by and allowed it to be betrayed, sits nervously on a volcano of
mounting Saxon discontent, blaming everyone else in the attempt to
convince their disbelieving victims that they are not really a part of the
Establishment.

The Pledge

The international merchant must make friends with the god of the land in
which he intends to trade. To do this he hires priests to insert Dharma-
tolerance. Intolerant religions, such as Christianity, Islam, and Judaism
then become Dharma-Christian, Dharma-Islam, and Dharma-Judaism.
With Dharma - each becomes a different religion from the original.

Islam and Judaism have come a long way in isolating and banishing the
Dharma-tolerance that has long corrupted them. Christians must now
learn that Dharma-Christianity is as alien a religion as Islam or Judaism.
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Christendom wants leaders such as the other religions have  leaders like
their own warriors of old - leaders who freely and without coaxing stand
tall and pledge before everyone to follow God the WORD - and ONLY
the WORD!

Christendom, misled by hired Dharma-priests, has been reduced to a
nation of babies with the values of alley cats. While the Arabs have tens
of thousands who publicly swear every day to live by the Koran and if
need be die to uphold the laws of Allah; and the Jews who have thousands
who are willing to do the same for their people and their laws at the
command of their Rabbis - there is not one, not ONE Christian political
leader of any statue in the entire West that I know of who will stand and
make this pledge. Not ONE!

A man who refuses to publicly bind himself to the WORD remains free
to make private agreements with strangers. A man who publicly binds
himself to the WORD attracts the like-minded and likewise alienates
strangers. The man who will not publicly declare himself cannot be
trusted.

I talk to American, South African, and British political leaders - they are
all the same. None will stand and raise the banner. It will require a new
crop of leaders, leaders who will do as much for their people as our
enemies are willing to do – if necessary to give their lives for their God
and their people; not be "supporters of Christian ideals," or "support the
Christian ethic."

Christians want to know what their leaders intend doing about murderers,
rapists, abortionists and homosexuals? Tell them. Volksverraad has re-
vealed the treason in South Africa. The same situation exists in America
and the rest of the West. In spite of all this we also know that we will not
be destroyed, and what we are presently enduring is temporary. We have
the promise:

"Thus saith the Lord which giveth the sun — and the ordinances of the
moon and of the stars — If those ordinances depart–- then the seed of
Israel also shall cease from being a nation before Me." Jeremiah 31:35-
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36. We look in the heavens and see that the stars still shine. The sun and
the moon continue their course. Therefore, God is keeping his promises.

In time, leaders will come who will publicly swear to obey God’s
Commandments and them only, and to forsake all that is not from the
WORD. They will grant self-determination to all the world’s peoples and
demand self-determination for our own.

Then the Saxon armies will swell and the false gods and
their followers will be swept from our land!!

Notes

1 The following review is from Impact, June/July, P.O. Box 28233,
Sunnyside 0132, Rep. of SA, $30/yr., air $45.

2 The Other Side of Deception, by Viktor Ostrovsky, Virginia Publish-
ing Company, PO Box 997, Lynchburg, VA 24505, $9.00/copy.

3. Editor: Slovo was head of the S. African Communist Party (CPSA).

4 Editor: Heyns was shot with a high powered rifle as he sat at supper,
presumably by a right- winger disgusted with his anti-Saxon Dharma-
Christianity.

5 Editor: This same International Trade Cartel policy is being implement-
ed in America today.

6 Hindu: "Dharma" - tolerance. "Dharmitized “- to be subdued by Dharma.
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